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Abstract—Data traffic is expected to grow faster than capacity
in future wireless networks. Therefore it will become unavoidable
to deal with congestion. Bottlenecks are located on the wireless
links because back-haul and Internet are overprovisioned. Traffic
routed towards the user terminal (UT) in down-link direction
keeps coming in through a big pipe until it reaches the base station
(BS). The following wireless links can only carry a limited data
rate due to congestion. In a multi-hop situation buffers before
the bottlenecks ramp up and become unstable, leading to packet
loss. While real-time traffic is safe due to call admission control
(CAC), highest static priority and over-provisioning, best effort
data traffic experiences congestion and therefore packet losses.
A wireless flow control based on a credit-based hop-by-hop
concept can solve this problem by avoiding any buffer overflow
completely. This paper proposes extending the closed flow control
loops to the source, either by a genuine credit-based flow control
or by TCP rate control with deep packet inspection and ACK
modification.
This paper analyses the queueing behavior with stochastic Petri
nets models. Markov state analysis provides numeric performance
results. The example scenario consists of two wireless relayed hops
and a wired back-haul with different control approaches for the
hop between source and bottleneck.
Index Terms—wireless flow control, WFC, credit based, congestion, relay, multihop, stochastic Petri nets

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the future the traffic generated and consumed by wireless
terminals will increase faster than the capacity can grow due
to improvements of radio technologies. Matching demand and
supply [1] will become harder and harder, the more smartphone “killer” applications take over. All wireless systems
have capacity limits which are significantly lower than what
the fixed network back-haul can deliver per user. This will
inevitably lead to traffic congestion on the wireless links,
especially during the busy hours. Real-time (RT) traffic will
not be affected because of a higher priority and strictly limited
load due to call admission control (CAC). The remaining nonreal-time (NRT) traffic must be protected from loss by buffer
overflow. Loss by channel errors can be assumed negligible
due to ARQ retransmissions on layer two. Additional tasks
are to provide fairness among the congested flows and avoid
starvation of queues On transport layer, the end-to-end TCP
protocol provides flow control and rate adaptation [2]. However
TCP is known to perform insufficient with the characteristics
of wireless links in congestion and heavy load. With traditional
TCP congestion control schemes still being suboptimal [3],
fundamental limitations make it hard to further extend TCP
the traditional way [4]. Approaches to break down end-to-end
control into smaller loops were just recently proposed [5], [6].
In this paper a credit-based flow control (CBFC) protocol
is applied in each node (hop-by-hop) of a multihop (relay)

system [7]. This credit based wireless flow control (WFC) is
an adaptation of an ATM flow control scheme [8]. In [9] it
has been proven deterministic behavior. and its advantages are
precision of control and stability of queue contents, i.e., no
buffer overflow and packet loss. Best effort (BE) traffic can
safely be operated into congestion and stay in congestion for a
long time, if there would be no TCP on top, which considers
delayed (queued) packets as lost and regulates the window size
(thus the sender rate) down in an ineffective way. WFC can cope
with the future congested traffic load situation if the transport
layer control is also adapted.
In wireless systems CBFC is a rather new concept, and
related work [10], [11] has not studied yet how to close the
gap between the closed loop wireless links and the feeder
links towards the source. This paper proposes extending the
closed loops beyond the wireless (bottleneck) links, so that
buffer overflows in the base station (BS) before the bottleneck
are deterministically impossible by construction. For this first
flow control segment three different options are studied, the
uncontrolled first hop, a pure credit-based solution and the rate
control of sources. In this paper the structure is modeled using
stochastic Petri nets (SPN), and numeric performance results
come from its stochastic Markov chain analysis without the
shortcomings of simulations.
Petri nets [12], stochastic Petri nets (SPN) and generalized
SPN (GSPN) [13] are powerful tools for modeling and analysis
of stochastic systems with decent tool support [14]. While
mainly used in computer science, the use for communication
systems [15], [16] is very promising. There are modeling
approaches for IEEE 802.16 [17], IEEE 802.11 [18] and
TCP [19]. IMT-Advanced cellular systems [20] are also a
current topic [21]. One big advantage of SPN models is the
queue equivalent of a place, of which the state probabilities
are determined easily. Therefore queueing and buffering can
be studied in complex situations like in flow control where
the ingress and egress processes are not regular. In overload
condition (congestion) this is also a situation which cannot be
treated with classical queueing theory. In addition, it is easy to
obtain more than just average values by having the full buffer
statistics.
The paper further consists of Section II which introduces the
basics of stochastic Petri nets. Then the flow control protocol
model is introduced with a scheduler and a channel model. The
wireless extension in a two (three with back-haul) hop scenario
is presented in Section IV. Performance results in Section V
show the buffer behavior and advantages of the approach.

II. G ENERALIZED S TOCHASTIC P ETRI N ETS
Petri nets [12] are a paradigm for formal analysis of systems
that are described in a graphical manner. As a mathematical
description (language), its main property is having a discrete
multidimensional state space with arbitrary connectivity which
allows it to model complex concurrent, asynchronous, distributed, deterministic or stochastic systems. State machines,
marked graphs [22], flow charts and description languages are
subclasses of PN. The literature on the underlying graph theory
is vast, but [12] gives a good overview. Important questions
to study are liveness analysis and the reachability set which
corresponds to a Markov chain.
A Petri net is a directed, weighted, bipartite graph with
two sets of nodes, namely places (Pi ) and transitions (Tj ).
Transitions are drawn as boxes, places as circles. Arcs between
these elements must be directed and are called input arcs if
they connect from a place to a transition, else output arc.
Additionally there is the convenience notation of a disabling
arc, drawn with a small circle at the end of the arc.
Input arcs connect Pi to Tj and carry an integer weight wij .
output arcs connect Tj to Pi with a similar multiplicity vij .
The incidence matrix D = [vij − wij ] consists of these integer
weights. Tokens (denoted as dots) are an integer annotation of a
place. The current number of tokens in place Pi is denoted with
#Pi = mi . All the token counts in places form the state called
marking m.
~ The start state is defined by the initial marking m
~ 0.
PN change their marking state in a discrete manner by firing
of a transition Tj . Here we define the firing vector ~tk−1 of all
zeros with the exception of a single ’1’ at the j.th index. Firing
a transition is subject to a basic rule: It is allowed to fire if all
places connected to input arcs contain at least wij tokens (to
consume) plus all places connected with disabling arcs must be
empty.
m
~k=m
~ k−1 + ~tk−1 · D
(1)
Ordinary PN are timeless, but stochastic PN (SPN) fire timed
transitions (empty boxes) according to random events described
by exponential inter-firing times λ. Due to the memoryless
property, the resulting reachability graph (RG) forms a Markov
chain (MC) [13]. By solving the steady-state solution of the
underlying MC, all performance metrics derived from the
probability mass function of the number of tokens in a place
can be obtained.
Extensions known as Generalized SPN (GSPN) and Deterministic and Stochastic SPN (DSPN) allow to have other than
exponential transition behavior. Immediate transitions (thick
bars) can be annotated with priorities and weights to model
the outcome likelihood of deterministic and random decisions.
III. T HE CREDIT- BASED FLOW CONTROL MODEL
The CBFC protocol assumed in this paper is derived from
QFC [23], CT [24]) or FCVC [25] which was originally
developed for the ATM ABR traffic class. Analysis in [8], [9]
showed a great potential of this method. In the wireless domain
the model was first proposed in [11] but was only assumed for
the wireless (bottleneck) links. In this paper it is extended to
include the backhaul and Internet links to control up to the
source without gap, i.e., a real hop-by-hop protocol extending
from end to end.

Fig. 1. credit-based flow control of one link and one flow. Independent flows
have the same structure in parallel, but share the path from PCPS to PCPR.
The tokens in PCP represent a real control information packet.

Figure 1 shows the DSPN model of CBFC per flow for one
hop. Here only one flow is displayed, but all of them are treated
the same way. Only NRT traffic needs to be treated by flow
control, since the load of RT is below congestion by the help of
CAC. BE traffic is generated in transition T raf f ic1 and queued
in QT 1. The scheduler Sched1 multiplexes the packets (tokens)
onto the link (channel) Ch1, which is later modeled according
to wireless link properties. Scheduling happens hierarchically
and RT traffic has priority over NRT traffic [26]. The remaining
link capacity is shared by all NRT flows and the subscheduler
distributes them in a round robin (RR) manner. Note that this
scheduler has a complexity of O(1). For simplicity the RT traffic
is not shown here, as it is also not subject to CBFC. Instead, the
timing behavior of Sched1 captures the baseline load situation.
Also on the sender side S, there must be at least one token in
credit1 to allow the sending of a packet. There are no further
limitations and when there are lots of credits available, the
instantaneous rate can be up to the link rate, without any slow
start known from TCP. On the receiver side R, packet tokens
are processed by Receiver1. A firing of this transition means
that the packet has been forwarded to the next hop, i.e., left
the buffer QR1 in the receiving node. Once a packet has been
forwarded, a new token is created in place ACK1 and sent
back to the source in order to fill up the credit place again. The
circuitry between ACK1 and credit1 cares for aggregation of
feedback, so that the control overhead of sending feedback can
be reduced.
Figure 1 shows only one hop, but all the hops have the same
behavior, i.e., a closed loop between adjacent nodes (BS, RN or
UT). Lost packets must still be handled by an underlying ARQ
mechanism, which can cooperate with CBFC by using the same
sequence numbers. Lost credit messages are dealt with by not
sending incremental credits, but rather absolute counters. So the
next arriving credit message will always backup (and obsolete)
an older one.
For the following discussion the symbols are explained in
Table I. The receiving node R has a total available total buffer
of size ll (l for total link). Each flow v has an individual
logical buffer size lv (v for virtual connection). The total buffer
memory is partitioned into pieces for each
P lv , but this can be
overlapping to achieve buffer sharing ( lv > ll ). There is
a separate flow control loop for the total buffer as well in
this case. The limits lv and ll are known at setup time and

TABLE I
TABLE OF SYMBOLS
v
ll
lv
cl
cv
N2
N4
tv
tl
fv
fl
kv
pr
cp
rr
rv

flow index, connection number
total buffer of size in receiver side
logical buffer size per flow v
initial credit for total link
initial credit per flow: cv := #creditv
decimation parameter per flow
packing parameter, records per packet
counter of transmitted packets (flow)
counter of transmitted packets (link)
counter of forwarded packets (flow) vfv := #ACKv
counter of forwarded packets (link)
packets in flight on the link in place Chv : kv := #Chv
prepared credit records: pr := #P CP S
credit update message packet in P CP : cp = #P CP
received records in P CP R: rr := #P CP R
credit update records in P F Bv : rv := #P F Bv

Fig. 2. A two hop wireless system, representative for a relayed or mesh
network using SPN elements to represent the credit-based flow control.

The transition types in Figure 1 determine the timing behavior. Except the ”schedulers” all of them are immediate and do
not contribute to the latency. The sources of latency are the
link propagation delay and the waiting for multiple-weighted
input arcs to gather enough tokens for the adjacent transition
to fire [9].

installed as initial credit cv (cl ). In a real implementation, S
increments a counter of transmitted packets tv and R increments
a counter rv of packets which are forwarded to the next hop.
This counter is sent back to S in regular intervals (each N 2v
values), where it is used to update the state for all included
connections v ∈ V . During this update the new contents fvnew
of each record replace the previous values fv .
Eq. 2 determines the current credit for connection v, and
respectively in Eq. 3 for the link.
creditv = cv = lv − tv + fv ≥ 0

(2)

creditl = cl = ll − tl + fl ≥ 0

(3)

This system is implemented in each hop and the connection
between the nodes are constructed by arcs which contain
buffering places to store tokens which are currently on the fly.
For consistent PN the weighted sums of tokens on each loop
is constant:
∀v : kv + mv + fv + N 2 · rv + cv = lv
X
(kv + mv + fv + cv )+
X
X
N2 · (
crv + rr + pr + N 4 · cp) =
lv

(4)
(5)

This guarantees that no place in the loop can have more tokens
than there are initial credits (cv = lv ) in the credit places.
The buffer buffer places mv thus cannot overflow, because
they contain at most lv packets and the whole queue usage is
bounded by connection limits and the link limit.
X
X
lmax := max(
mv ) = min(
lv , ll )
(6)
∀v

Bounded buffer contents means overflow protection and therefore no packet loss here.
The algorithm is not very complex. There are three integer
counters required per flow on each node, and two are already
there as ARQ sequence numbers. To calculate the memory
usage, this must be multiplied with the number of flows. On
wireless links there are usually not that many. For now five
flows per UT or 500 flows per radio cell are realistic. This
only adds up to a few kilobytes needed in a BS, which is
small compared to the packet buffer itself. The packet buffer
should be dimensioned to be able to store several times the
bandwidth·delay product of the hop before and after.

IV. W IRELESS FLOW CONTROL ON MULTIPLE HOPS
In this paper a wireless relay scenario with two wireless hops
is assumed, but it is representative even for more hops. The SPN
in Figure 2 shows the system for one flow. The first wireless
node (the base station) with buffer Q1 and scheduler Sched1
is connected to the source using a wired link which is assumed
to have a much higher capacity than the wireless links. This is
one of the reasons why the buffer in Q1 can quickly overflow.
The exponential transition Sched1 models the fluctuations
of the channel, i.e., varying remaining capacity due to channel
variations and higher priority RT traffic that is not modeled
here explicitly. The next step consists of modeling the wireless
channel, shown in Figure 3(a). The channel state is modeled by
the two-state Gilbert-Elliot (GE) channel model, also known
as on-off Markov channel model [27]. Its SPN model [28]
using two places Ch1of f and Ch1on, and the state changes
from ’good’ to ’bad’ and reverse by the transitions Ch1dn
and Ch1up with transition firing rates λCh1of f (into fading)
and λCh1on (recovery). The rates λCh1of f and λCh1on can be
calculated from the usual parameters Perror and Tperiod by
Eq. 7-8. Both channels are independently fading.
λCh1dn = (Tperiod · (1 − Perror ))−1
(7)
λCh1up = (Tperiod · Perror )−1
(8)
The packet interarrival time is exponentially distributed.
Tokens (packets) generated in transition T raf f ic come into
queue Q1. Q1 is located in the BS, before the first bottleneck
hop. From the scheduler Sched1 on packets are transmitted
on the channel (place Ch1) and upon reception are queued
in Q2, which is located on the intermediate hop (relay, RN).
The access to the second hop is controlled by the scheduler
Sched2. When sched2 grants access, the packet in transmitted
on the channel (place Ch2) and queued in Q3 upon arrival.
The application response (Receiver) consumes the packet and
triggers the credits to flow towards the sender, hop by hop.
Both scheduler transitions are only allowed to fire so many
times as there are credit tokens available. By this way a packet
loss by buffer overflow (due to a slower link downstream) is
impossible.
For numeric analysis, the total state space must be bounded.
Therefore the supply place Psup is introduced without limiting
the original system. The supply token count s should be chosen
10x larger than the expected queue occupancy in any Q.

The timing behavior is determined by the type of the transitions. Except the ”schedulers” all of them are immediate and
do not contribute to the latency. The sources of latency are the
link propagation delay and the waiting for multiple-weighted
input arcs to gather enough tokens for the adjacent transition
to fire [9]. The total delay is influenced by all queues on the
path. By using the p-invariant of the main loop, the expression
can be simplified this way:
#Q1 + #Q2 + #Q3 + #Ch1 + #Ch2 + #Psup = s ⇒ (9)
E[#Q1 + #Q2 + #Q3 + ξ] = s − E[#Psupply ]

(10)

Figure 3(a) also shows that the buffer Q1 in the base station
is not protected from overflow. However, as the wireless links
are naturally the bottleneck, Q1 is where large packet backlogs
arise. In the congestion situation they overflow and lead to nontolerable packet loss. In case Q1 is dimensioned very large, the
loss is only postponed and the resulting packet delays would
make TCP assume there has been a loss anyway. Thus, simple
oversizing the buffers is not the solution [29].
Clearly the flow control loops should be extended towards
the source node (traffic source, application server). This avoids
any buffer overflow in any node of the network and provides a
reliable communication for BE traffic in a congested network.
This will become an important aspect in the future, when traffic
grows beyond capacity. In this case, with fully extended flow
control, buffer sizes do really matter, and only in this case
without TCP ACK timeouts and rate control, the rule is that
more buffer gives more benefit.
Extending the flow control to the source by means of another
credit-based hop seems to be a natural solution, but it happens
outside the scope of equipment of newly defined wireless
communications. Therefore either a new IETF protocol must
be defined that is implemented by all vendors, or an interface
is implemented in the BS which translates the flow control
behavior into existing (TCP) protocol messages.
UDP cannot be controlled like this. But this is alright,
because UDP is preferable for RT traffic which is preferred
by priorities, limited by CAC and cannot make use of overly
delayed packets anyway.
The classical end-to-end TCP control is not very suitable for
the wireless domain [30]. However, as long as a new protocol is
not established, an interface can be built in the BS by generating
artificial TCP ACK messages that are able to throttle down the
source (deep packet inspection and injection). This works by
extending the BS (eNB in LTE-A) functionality to ISO/OSI
layer 4, where TCP ACK messages can be created by the BS
(instead of the end point in the UT). These TCP ACK messages
contain acknowledgment number and window size field which
can be used to throttle the incoming traffic flow or even exert
a finer grain rate control. ACKs from downstream will then be
gracefully ignored.
The implementation complexity and computational cost is
not high when compared to what progressive algorithms in
PHY layer require, e.g., for MIMO, CoMP or MAC-layer
scheduling with NP-hard optimization. Here the number of
flows is proportional to the number of UTs in a radio cell.
For each flow there is only need for 3 integer counters which
consume much less memory than the packet buffers. Obviously,

incrementing one counter per transaction (transition firing) is no
significant effort.
V. P ERFORMANCE R ESULTS
The models in Figure 3(a), 3(c) and 3(e) have been analyzed
using tool-supported Markov chain analysis of the SPN. The
scenarios are representative and different parameters from the
ones chosen here do not influence the principles of flow control
(like deterministic boundedness of queues). For simplicity of
the model, the parameters used here are fixed as credit = 10,
N 2 = 5. The channel capacity is fixed by the inverse of
TSched1 = TSched2 = T . The channel coherence time is
TCh1up = TCh2up = 2 · T , TCh1dn = TCh2dn = 2 · T . All
results in Figure 3 are shown by the complementary cumulative
distribution function (CCDF) of the buffer contents in all
relevant queues at a load of ρ = 0.6, which causes temporary
congestion when the channel is in off state. The value of T is
not relevant because all transition rates are defined relative to
each other. Thus T = 1µs is a reasonable assumption.
The result graphs on the right of Figure 3 show the CCDF
of the packet buffer occupancies. Results with this accuracy
(10−7 ) can only be obtained by analytic means and not by
simulation. This is one reason for the SPN model and Markov
analysis approach chosen here.
Figure 3(b) shows the CCDF for the closed loop wireless
flow control, but open loop wired link, where packets queue
(potentially unbounded) in the BS, i.e., before the bottleneck.
This is the the reference situation and the motivation for this
paper. As it can be seen, the buffer Q1 is potentially unbounded.
With increasing load this quickly builds up to a significant
backlog of packets and, of course, overflow at a certain point.
The credit based extension and complete closed hop-by-hop
control in shown in Figure 3(c). The first hop credit has been
chosen as 20 in order to cater to the larger capacity of the backhaul link. As Figure 3(d) shows, there is deterministically no
buffer overflow. This behavior can be observed at any load and
congestion situation. Therefore is is well suited for the reliable
transport of connection-oriented protocol data. Backpressure is
fed back to the source, and in the source up to the session and
application layer, when all OS internal buffers are full. This
way the tolerable rate can be calculated and even be used for
application servers to adjust application-specific settings like,
e.g., source coding rate and video frame rate. Also, the result
can potentially be used for download proxy selection, P2P peer
selection or max-capacity routing.
With TCP in place and without this CBFC first hop, an
interface is needed between TCP and CBFC. The SPN in
Figure 3(e) was constructed for this purpose, where the TCP
source can be rate controlled to four rate levels, depending on
the measured level in #Q1. T0 sends at full rate, T1 at half,
T2 at quarter, and rate = 0 when #Q1 approaches limit 20.
Figure 3(f) shows its performance and the buffer protection of
Q1 can be observed. However, this approach is more complex
to implement and requires rate and window size calculations
on the path. Also, it is a hard way to achieve agreement to an
RFC document in the IETF.
When comparing solutions (c) and (e) of Figure 3, both can
guarantee the buffer protection However, the control in (e) tends
to stay on a reduced rate level, whereas credit based control

allows full ramp-up and rate as soon as the downlink buffer
announced space for further packets. Thus CBFC allows fast
and precise ramp-up, whereas the traditional TCP slow-start
may even be counter-productive.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper the problem of congested links under heavy
traffic and wireless links is addressed for the best effort traffic
category in future wireless networks. The solution is a creditbased hop-by-hop flow control protocol, potentially with TCP
coupling or without TCP congestion control at all. The system
becomes stable regarding buffer usage, independently of traffic
conditions and wireless link state. A traffic separation into realtime (RT) and non-real-time (NRT) or best-effort (BE) traffic
is prerequisite. RT traffic is treated with standard QoS-aware
scheduling algorithms and subject to CAC. BE traffic can now
be allowed to use up the available capacity completely. Fair
schedulers, e.g. round robin, are recommended.
The flow control protocol proposed in this paper avoids buffer
overflows completely. The main contribution of this paper is
the extension of this protocol from the wireless domain to the
source. It provides a model for coupling with TCP and has the
potential of even replacing TCP. Numeric results by stochastic
Petri net analysis prove that buffers cannot overflow wherever
there is a closed loop control around the corresponding hop.
A proposed TCP interface is also viable, implemented in the
base station. It can be applied for multiple hops and even
mesh networks, as long as a flow establishment [31] is used
which exchanges the WFC parameters in the initial handshake
protocol.
Future work will make more use of SPN for all aspects
of wireless systems and can provide analytic/numeric results
where otherwise only simulation would be used.
The topic of sustainable networks is becoming more and
more important, i.e., how to operate networks which can cope
with any load and congestion situation. Future work should
therefore also include the other aspects of demand-supply
balancing [1] by end-to-end QoS, usage-based tariffs and green
thinking before embracing all exponential growth.
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(a) SPN model for two wireless hops and open wired back-haul hop.

(b) results for open hop show regular behavior in Q1.

(c) Full hop-by-hop flow control including wired Internet link.

(d) results show bounded buffer occupancy in all hops.

(e) TCP rate control of source, controlled in BS to protect Q1.

(f) full control is possible with TCP injection.

Fig. 3. SPN models for the uncontrolled wired link (first hop) and the proposed extensions plus their results at load ρ = 0.6. The principle boundedness of
buffers with CBFC is valid in all other load situations as well.

